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We report an experimental implementation of dynamical holographic tweezers for single trapped
atoms. The tweezers are realized with dynamical phase holograms displayed on the liquid crystal
spatial light modulator. We experimentally demonstrate the possibility to trap and move single
rubidium atoms with such dynamic potentials, and study its limitations. Our results suggest that
high probability transfer of single atoms in the tweezers may be performed in large steps, much
larger then the trap waist. We discuss intensity-flicker in holographic traps and techniques for its
suppression. Loss and heating rates in dynamic tweezers are measured and no excess loss or heating
is observed in comparison with static traps.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cold neutral atoms in optical microtraps are a promis-
ing platform for quantum simulation and computing. Re-
cent advances have demonstrated the utility of this plat-
form for simulation of many-body physics [1, 2], as well
as its promise for realization of high-fidelity gates for uni-
versal quantum computation [3, 4]. The main advantages
of the microtraps platform are scalability [5], long coher-
ence times (up to hundreds of ms) [6], high-fidelity read-
out with low cross-talk [7] and prospects for achieving
high-fidelity logical gates [8].
A common way to produce arrays of trapped single
atoms is to use holographically generated arrays of tightly
focused far-off resonance dipole traps [9–12]. An al-
ternative way is based on creating tweezer arrays with
acousto-optic deflectors driven by multi-frequency signals
[13–15]. The advantage of holographic arrays is the re-
altive easiness of crating arbitrary two-dimensional [10]
and three-dimensional [16] patterns of microtraps, as well
as the unique capability of designing traps of complicated
shapes [17, 18].
Single atom trapping in tightly focused dipole traps
is facilitated by light-assisted collisions which for small
(∼ 1 µm waist) traps lead to the so-called collisional
blockade effect [19]. In the blockade regime the prob-
ability of finding two atoms in a single trap is negligible,
due to strong two-atom loss caused by inelastic collisions
[19, 20]. Unfortunately, the time-averaged probability
of single atom trapping with a tweezer in a collisional
blockade regime is only about P = 0.5 when the load-
ing is performed directly form the magneto-optical trap.
It prevents one from creating completely regular struc-
tures filled with cold single atoms which are desirable for
quantum computing and simulations. Although there are
several techniques that could increase the loading proba-
bility [14, 21], the demonstration of a fully deterministic
loading process in large arrays is still a challenging ex-
perimental problem.
∗ straups@quantum.msu.ru
An accepted way to resolve this problem is to create
randomly filled array of tweezers, experimentally deter-
mine the tweezers that are filled with single atoms and
to reconfigure these tweezers into a desired structure.
Fully loaded 2D and 3D structures consisting of up to
50 atoms were created with an additional fully steerable
dipole trap [16, 22] or using computer generated dynamic
holographic masks displayed on a spatial light modulator
(SLM) [23–25].
The main advantage of dynamic holographic masks is
the possibility to move multiple atoms at once [26], but
this method has some serious limitations. The main issue
is that the achievable speed of atom steering is strictly
limited by the SLM refresh rate, which is usually very
low for typical liquid crystal devices. At the same time, a
lot of computational power is required to calculate phase
masks on line with a suitable frame rate. The last but
not the least drawback is the intensity flicker that arises
while the image displayed by the SLM updates. The
flicker arises because of the finite response time of the de-
vice and is unavoidable for all types of SLMs, however, it
is most dramatically pronounced in liquid crystals based
modulators. There are methods for flicker damping [27],
however, it is hardly possible to completely remove in-
tensity modulation for dynamic holograms.
In this work we estimated the influence of intensity
flicker on atom loss during the process of atom movement.
We measure atom survival probabilities in the dipole trap
at the end of movement, realized using dynamic phase
masks generated by the weighted GS-algorithm with and
without phase change checking step. We show, that it
is possible to achieve smooth motion with no additional
loss, as compared to the atom lifetime in the static dipole
trap. Remarkably, the motion may be carried on by shift-
ing the trap in quite large steps, comparable to the trap
radius. This is especially advantageous for slow devices,
such as liquid crystal SLMs. We also studied the energy
distribution of the atom before and after the motion, and
found no evidence of additional heating in the dynamical
trap.
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Figure 1: Experimental setup scheme. 87Rb atoms are
cooled in a magneto-optical trap and single atoms are
loaded in a far-off resonance optical tweezer formed by
tightly focusing an 852 nm beam with an aspherical lens
with NA = 0.77 and effective focal length f = 3.1 mm
to a waist of 0.97 µm. Power required for a single trap
is about 3.5 mW. To produce dipole trap arrays we use
an SLM which is conjugated with the surface of the
aspheric lens by a 0.83x telescope (f1 = 300 mm, f2 =
250 mm). The atom fluorescence signal is collected by
the same aspheric lens, coupled to a single-mode fiber
and then detected by a avalanche photodiode single
photon counting module. The transmitted dipole trap
beam is then collected by another aspheric lens and
imaged into a CCD-camera. The optical system
consisting of f3, f4 and f5 lenses ( f3 = 250 mm, f4 =
400 mm, f5 = 500 mm) images the dipole traps plane
onto the CCD camera with a 137.5X magnification.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Figure 1 shows a schematic image of the experimental
setup that we use to cool and trap single atoms of 87Rb
in microscopic dipole traps. It consists of an ultrahigh-
vacuum chamber that maintains pressure of about 10−10
mbar and contains a pair of high NA aspheric lenses to
form the tightly focused dipole trap. The atoms are
cooled in a MOT formed by three retroreflected laser
beams, the one lying in the figure plane is shown, while
the other two are in the orthogonal plane and have an
angle of ∼ 20◦ limited by the aperture of the lenses.
The cooling beams are red-detuned by δ = 24 MHz from
F = 2 → F = 3 transition of the 87Rb D2 line, while
the repump beams are resonant with F = 1 → F = 2
transition of the D1 line.
We use a beam of a 852 nm diode laser to trap single
atoms from the cold atomic cloud in a microscopic far-off-
resonant trap. The beam is focused to a waist with 1/e2
radius of 0.97 µm by an aspheric lens with an effective
focal length of f = 3.1 mm and NA = 0.77. The power
required to trap a single atom at this detuning is about
≈ 3.5 mW, which corresponds to a trap depth of U0 ≈
1.08 mK. We measured the longitudinal and transverse
oscillation frequencies for a trapped atom to be wl = 20.8
kHz and wt = 105.2 kHz, respectively.
We use a reflective LCoS SLM (Hamamatsu X10468-
02) that is placed in the path of dipole laser beam to
produce dynamical holographic optical trap arrays. An
0.83x telescope that is placed between the SLM and the
vacuum chamber is used to conjugate the SLM plane and
the plane of an aspherical lens. Single atoms’ fluorescence
signal is collected by the same lens and passes through
a dichroic beamsplitter and a pair of interference filters
with a bandwidth of 3 nm to cut-off the reflected radi-
ation from the dipole trap laser. Filtered signal is then
coupled to a single-mode optical fiber and detected by an
avalanche photo diode single photon counting module.
III. PHASE HOLOGRAM GENERATION
The Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm is one of the most
widespread Fourier-transform based algorithms used to
produce phase holograms for laser beam-shaping due to
high achievable diffraction efficiency and simple imple-
mentation. It allows one to produce holographic arrays
of traps with a single trap intensity scaling with the num-
ber of traps as I/N , where I is the overall laser beam
intensity. It’s a lot more efficient in comparison to a
straightforward method of superposed diffraction grat-
ings [24] , which has an I/N2 intensity scaling, as shown
in Figure 2).
Schematically the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm is illus-
trated in Figure 3. It consists of the following steps:
1. Amplitude distribution of an incident beam A0 and
an initial phase distribution of the hologram φ0 are
set;
2. The amplitude distribution if Fourier transformed
FT [A0 exp(iφ0)] → Afk exp(iφfk). Here Afk is ex-
pected far-field amplitude distribution. If Afk
doesn’t match the target distribution
√
It evalu-
ation proceeds to the next step;
3. The amplitude in the far field is replaced by the
target distribution and inverse-Fourier transformed
IFT [
√
I0 exp(iφ
f
k)]→ Aik exp(iφik);
4. The phase distribution is updated φik−1 → φik and
the algorithm returns to step 2;
5. If Af matches the target intensity distribution
√
I0,
the loop ends. The last calculated phase distribu-
tion φi is sent to the SLM.
Our modifications to the original GS algorithm are
highlighted in Figure 3 by dashed boxes. For convenience
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Figure 2: Scaling of the intensity per single trap in an
array of N traps formed by a phase hologram from a
single fixed intensity laser beam. Blue dots –
experimental data for the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm,
orange dots – experimental data for a superposed phase
gratings method, green line is a 1/N dependence, red
line – 1/N2 dependence.
they are listed here in the same order as they are enu-
merated in Figure 3:
1. To improve convergence of the algorithm and to
minimize the deviation of the trap intensities from
the mean we introduce weighing at each iteration
[10]. The essence of this method is the following:
when the expected intensity distribution Afk is cal-
culated at step 2, the intensity of every single trap
Ii in the desired intensity distribution
√
I0 is re-
placed with I¯/(1−G(1− I ′i/I¯)), where I¯ is the cal-
culated mean value of the trap intensities, I ′i is the
calculated intensity of i-th trap and G is a gain co-
efficient which in our case was taken to be G = 0.8.
2. Zero-padding. It’s a widespread signal processing
method usually used to increase the number of sam-
ples in the frequency domain. It was shown in [25]
that the use of the zero-padding increases the reso-
lution of the target intensity distribution and thus
ensures that the waist of the dipole trap beam is
limited only by the optics, not the algorithm.
3. To minimize the intensity flicker of dynamic phase
holograms we used a phase induction method, the
main idea of which is to take the previous phase
hologram as the initial phase distribution for the
next one. It was shown in [25] that this method
significantly decreases the amount of flicker.
4. For further flicker reduction we used a restricted
phase change method [27]. It could be described as
follows:
(a) Two subsequent masks are taken;
(b) Phase change for every pixel is calculated;
(c) If the phase change ∆φ is greater than 2piα,
the value of the phase in the following mask
is replaced by the value of phase of an ap-
propriate pixel from the previous mask. α is a
variable coefficient which can be tuned to take
any value ranging from 0 to 1.
Dependence of the intensity flicker strength on α is
shown in Figure 4. It was measured for two subsequent
phase masks from the sequence used later to form a tri-
angle of dipole traps with one of the traps moving (Fig-
ure 5(b)). The triangle shaped intensity distribution was
chosen as a simplest nontrivial 2D intensity distribution.
One of the traps was moving back and forth at some
distance during the measurement. Dipole trap laser ra-
diation was detected by a photodiode which was placed
at the focal plane of a f3 lens (Figure 1). The distance
between the dipole traps in the image plane was much
smaller than the size of the photodiode, allowing all to
detect the total power of the diffracted light. The flicker
strength was quantified as (Imax − Imin)/Imax, where
Imax is the total intensity of the diffracted light and Imin
the total intensity of light detected during the interval
between the two subsequent frames.
Finally, we add a factory preset corrective mask to the
hologram calculated by the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm
to compensate for the curvature and irregularity of the
modulator surface. We also add a blazed grating to our
mask to eliminate the undiffracted light, see Figure 5(a).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Liquid crystal spatial light modulators typically are
slow devices with frame rates ranging from tens of Hz
to few kHz. Therefore, the tweezer motion has to be
necessarily discretised into large steps. Faster motion
requires fewer steps, therefore it is important to experi-
mentally estimate the maximal permissible step size for
atom movement. For that purpose we generated few sets
of dynamic phase holograms. The dipole trap beam be-
ing imposed to them formed a triangle shaped intensity
distribution in the focal plane, as shown in Figure 5(b).
One of the dipole traps was moving back and forth in
steps with a variable step size. The experimental se-
quence is graphically presented in Figure 6(a) and could
be described as follows:
1. Formation of a cold atomic cloud. Cooling, repump
and dipole trap lasers are turned on.
2. Fluorescence signal is accumulated for 100 ms, the
observed number of photocounts exceeding an ap-
propriately chosen trigger level testifies single atom
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Figure 3: Modified Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm. Our modifications are highlighted by dashed boxes. 1. Weighing
via correction of the target intensity distribution increased algorithm’s convergence and minimized the dispersion of
traps intensities. 2. Zero-padding was used to increase the resolution of the target intensity distribution. 3. The
previous phase mask is used as an initial phase distribution to generate series of smoothly varying holograms for
dynamic motion of the tweezers. 4. The phase change checking step. The last two steps minimize the intensity
flicker during the phase masks switching.
trapping in the specified dipole trap and starts the
following experimental sequence.
3. Following the trigger event a dynamic phase holo-
gram is displayed on the SLM. The cooling and
repump lasers are turned off during the playback.
4. When the playback of the hologram sequence is
over and the dipole trap is returned to it’s initial
position, the repump and cooling laser beams are
turned back on and the presence of the atom in the
trap is checked by observing the fluorescence signal.
The probability of loosing the atom form the trap is
determined in a sequence of 250 repeated experiments.
The experimental results are presented in Figure 6(b) by
blue dots and line. One naturally expects this proba-
bility distribution to somehow follow the convolution of
two Gaussian functions with the waists corresponding to
the trapping beam waist (a violet line in Figure 6(b))
[25]. However, the experimentally measured probability
turned out to be much wider than the convolution of the
beams. It means that much larger step sizes can be used
than one would naively expect and the atom loss proba-
bility may still be vanishingly small.
To explain the observed effect, we have to take into ac-
count the finite switching time of the SLM and thermal
motion of the trapped atom. We experimentally charac-
terized the dynamics of the trapping potential induced
by two successive holograms in the sequence. The CCD
camera in the detection part of the setup (Figure 1) was
replaced by a pair of fast photodiodes. One of them de-
tected the signal from the trap in its initial position, while
the second one measured the signal from the displaced
trap. Results are presented in Figure 7(a). It could be
clearly seen that it takes around 120 ms for the single
step in the sequence and the intensity of the displaced
trap increases simultaneously with the intensity decay of
the initial trap. Since the switching time is much larger,
then the oscillation period for a trapped atom, one has to
model the dynamic evolution in this adiabatically chang-
ing potential. For simplicity we used a model of linearly
changing trap intensities, assuming the time dependent
potential of the following form:
Utot(t) =
(
1− t
T
)
U(x, y, z) +
t
T
U(x+ δx, y, z), (1)
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Figure 4: Results of the restricted phase change method
use for hologram generation. Yellow dots – the number
of pixels in which the phase change has exceeded the
level of 2piα, red dots – the dependence of the flicker
strength (Imax − Imin)/Imax on the parameter α
limiting the phase change. Green dashed line is a fit by
a function a exp b(α− 1) + c with coefficients a = 0.076,
b = 18.566, c = 0.125.
where T is the total switching time and δx is the step size.
Parameters of the potential were taken to correspond to
a Gaussian trap with the waist od w0 = 0.97 µm and
longitudinal and transverse frequencies of wt = 20.8 kHz,
wl = 105.2 kHz, respectively. For a trap wavelength of
λ = 852 nm the trap’s depth was estimated to be U0 =
1.08 mK. Shape of the trapping potential was given by
the following equation:
U(x, y, z) =
U0
1 + zzR
exp
−2(x2 + y2)
w(z)2
, (2)
where w(z) = w0
√
1 + z
2
z2R
and zR =
piw20
λ is the Rayleight
length. We performed a series of Monte-Carlo simula-
tions of the atomic motion in a potential (1). Sam-
ples were generated with coordinates and velocities taken
from the normal distributions with the corresponding
variances
σxy =
√
kT
mw2t
, σz =
√
kT
mw2l
, σv =
√
kT
m
. (3)
The effective temperature of atoms at the beginning of
the experiment was taken to be T = 15 µK, as experimen-
tally measured by a conventional release and recapture
method.
Difference between the timescales of atom oscillation
frequency and SLM refresh rate of 4 orders of magnitude
leads to high computational costs. To decrease them we
reduced period of masks rotation in our simulations. To
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Figure 5: (a) The phase hologram used to create
twezzer arrays in our experiments is the sum of a
Gerchberg-Saxton calculated phase distribution, a
blazed grating and a factory corrective mask. (b) The
trajectory of a dipole trap that was used in atom
motion experiments. The triangular array was chosen
as a simplest 2D intensity distribution.
make sure that such a reduction does not affect the re-
sults of our simulation we calculated the distance where
the survival probability drops below the 0.5 level as a
function of T . This dependence is shown in Figure 7(b),
it shows a slow logarithmic growth.
For our simulations we chose T = 10 ms. Results
of the simulation are shown by orange dots and line in
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Figure 6: (a) The experimental sequence used to
determine the atom lifetime in a dipole trap and
survival probabilities at the end of motion. (b) The
results of permissible step size estimation experiment
and simulations showing the dependence of the survival
probability on the step size.
Figure 6(b) and fit experimental data quite well. For
comparison we show the results for an instantaneously
switching potential (T → 0) as a green dots and line. It
is clear, that adiabatic switching results in much larger
possible steps. The trade-off between the possible step
size and the switching time is further illustrated in Fig-
ure 7(b). Under our experimental conditions the proba-
bility of atom survival after a single step is high enough
for the step size less than 1.6 µm.
For practical applications, like formation of uniformly
filled atomic arrays, a dynamical tweezer should be able
to transport an atom for long distances of at least sev-
eral lattice periods. When this process is realized with
an SLM it necessarily involves sequences of many dis-
crete steps. We have experimentally studied the motion
process and determined the loss probability for long se-
quences of steps. Triangular intensity distribution and
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Figure 7: (a) Experimentally measured dynamics of the
trapping potential change when the two subsequent
holograms corresponding to a single motion step are
switched. The intensity of a dipole trap at its initial
position (blue curve) and the intensity of a displaced
dipole trap (orange curve). (b) Simulated dependence
of the step size corresponding to the loss probability of
0.5 on the holograms switching time T .
straight line trajectories shown in Figure 5(b) were used.
The experimental sequence is similar to the one for a
single step experiment (Figure 6(a)). Sequences of holo-
grams with flicker damping and without it were tested
with the step size chosen to be 1 µm. Experimental re-
sults for the survival probabilities are shown in Figure 8.
For comparison we measured the atom lifetime in a static
trap (shown by green line). Clearly the process of atom
movement in the dynamical tweezer does not induce any
additional loss and the probability of loss is completely
determined by the atom lifetime in the dipole trap. We
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Figure 8: Atom lifetime in the static and moving traps.
Atom loss probability in the static dipole trap (green
dashed line and dots) and in the dynamic traps with
flicker suppression by restricted phase change (yellow
dashed line and dots) and without it (red dashed line
and dots).
have also observed essentially no improvement for flicker
suppressed sequences, which is probably expected, since
flicker frequencies are much lower then characteristic fre-
quencies of atomic motion in the trap.
One may note a non-exponential character of the de-
pendence which is a signature that we are not limited by
the vacuum lifetime due to collisions with a background
gas. Additional loss mechanisms are most probably re-
lated to intensity noise induced heating in the dipole trap,
and may be significantly suppressed for example by in-
troducing periodic cooling steps in the motion sequence.
We have studied the heating dynamics in both static
and dynamic traps in more details by direct release-and-
recapture measurements. The experimental sequence
used is presented in Figure 9(a). It consists of the fol-
lowing steps:
1. Formation of the cold atomic cloud. Cooling, re-
pump and dipole trap lasers are turned on.
2. Fluorescence signal is accumulated for 100 ms,
excess of some trigger level testifies a successful
atom trapping and triggers further experimental se-
quence.
3. Dynamic phase hologram is displayed on the SLM.
Cooling and repump lasers are turned off during
the playback.
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Figure 9: (a) Experimental estimation of the effective
temperature of an atom. Orange dots – retention
probability measured for zero delay, orange line –
Monte-Carlo simulation results for T = 15 µK, red dots
– retention probability measured for zero a 6s delay, red
line – Monte-Carlo simulation for T= 60 µK. (b)
Experimentally measured heating rates. Atom
temperature change in the static dipole trap (blue dots),
dynamic trap with (green dots) and without (red dots)
flicker suppression. Solid lines are linear fits to the data.
84. When the motion is finished and the dipole trap
is returned to it’s initial position, the dipole trap
beam is turned off for a variable period of time τ .
5. Dipole, repump and cooling laser beams are turned
back on and the presence of an atom in the dipole
trap is checked again by the fluorescence signal.
Firstly we measured the heating rate for an atom in
a static dipole trap. We have assumed, that the energy
distribution for the atom has Boltzmanian form in an
approximately harmonic potential [28]
f(E) =
1
2(kT )3
E2 exp
(
− E
kT
)
(4)
with variable effective temperature T = T (t), which we
estimate by fitting the release-and recapture probabili-
ties with the results of Monte-Carlo simulations. Exper-
imental results for the initial distribution and the dis-
tribution after 6 s delay are shown in Figure 9(a) along
with their fit with simulated data. Both distributions
are quite well simulated assuming Boltzmanian energy
distributions. The dependence of the effective tempera-
ture on the delay time is shown in Figure 9(b) and is well
approximated with a linear dependence T (t) = T0 + αt,
with the initial temperature of T0 = 15 ± 2 µK and the
heating rate α = 8.5± 0.3 µK/s.
The same dependencies were measured in the dynamic
holographic traps with variable motion times. No ex-
cess heating in the dynamic traps was observed, and the
heating rate was approximately constant independently
of the hologram sequence. We attribute this heating to
high frequency intensity noises of the dipole trap laser.
V. CONCLUSION
We have experimentally studied the process of single
atom transport with dynamic holographic tweezers. The
transport is implemented by series of holograms corre-
sponding to shifted positions of the trapping tweezer. A
remarkable experimental finding is the fact, that the shift
of the tweezer in consecutive holograms may be made sig-
nificantly larger, than the trap size without any increase
in the probability of atom loss from the trap. This be-
havior is well explained by Monte Carlo simulation taking
into account the dynamics of trapping potential during
the change of frames and thermal motion of the trapped
atom. The possibility to perform motion in large steps is
essential for liquid-crystal based SLM’s with slow refresh
rates.
We have experimentally studied the influence of in-
tensity flicker that arises in dynamic holographic masks
due to discrete nature of dynamic holograms on atom
temperature and atom loss during movement. It turned
out that the probability of successful atom movement is
completely determined by the atom lifetime in the static
dipole trap and is not affected by the movement pro-
cess itself. We have also experimentally confirmed that
the process of movement doesn’t produce any additional
heating in comparison with the heating induced by in-
tensity noise of the trapping laser.
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